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Abstract
Protein tertiary structures exhibit an observable
degeneracy in nature. This paper examines the
connection between a protein motif’s abundance
in nature and its designability as measured by in
silico methods. After generating a set of protein
structures, we evaluated each structure’s abun-
dance in nature, ratio of possible contacts (con-
tact degree) and in silico designability. Our re-
sults showed that any two or these metrics are
moderately correlated. Together abundance and
contact degree produced the strongest correla-
tion with in silico designability. Our results
suggest that abundance is indeed an indicator of
designability. Furthermore, abundance and con-
tact degree appear to correlate with some dis-
tinct components of in silico designability.
1 Introduction
Proteins are the focus of a host of cellular path-
ways and potential novel design applications.
The function of any protein is dependent on its
3D structure. The ability to anticipate whether
a particular structure can be realized with natu-
ral amino acids is of significant utility for novel
protein design applications [11]. Sequence opti-
mization and structure optimization are asym-
metrical processes. A sequence that is optimized
for a particular structure will often not fold to
that same structure as its optimal conformation
[11]. This is in part due to an infinite number
of possible structural conformations. A struc-
ture is considered designable if it can be realized.
An intuitive indicator of whether a structure can
be designed is if that structure or a very similar
structure has occurred in nature. This paper ex-
amines how a structure’s abundance in nature
can contribute additional insight into our under-
standing of what makes a structure designable.
On a high level, designability is a complex
property that describes how easily a particular
structure can be realized using the 20 naturally
occurring amino acids. The designability of a
structure is loosely defined as the number of se-
quences for which that structure is the lowest
energy configuration [7], [11]. In order for a
structure to be designable, it must be the op-
timal ground-state for some sequence [7]. The
designability of a structure cannot be easily mea-
sured directly, however, there are other measur-
able characteristics that have been shown to be
indicators of it. Designable structures are the
ground state for many sequences and tend to
be more thermodynamically stable and resistant
to mutation than less designable ones [7]. An-
finsen et al.’s thermodynamic hypothesis states
that the native state of a protein is the structure
with the global minimum of free energy [1]. The
free energy landscape of a structure will often
have many metastable states that are less sta-
ble than the global minimum. This paper will
measure a structure’s in silico ability to be an
energetic global minimum for some sequence as
a proxy measurement for its designability.
Natural proteins adopt only a limited number
of folds [7] and as a result, the protein universe
exhibits degeneracy [11]. Previous studies have
estimated that there are only about 1000 distinct
natural protein folds (defined as the same major
secondary structure elements, arrangement and
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topological connections) [7]. Systematic catego-
rization of loop connected secondary structure
elements found that various classes occurred at
highly variable frequencies in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) [5]. One explanation for this bias
is that structures that occur frequently in nature
are easier to realize than other less frequently
occurring ones. This leads to the common hy-
pothesis that abundant structures are more des-
ignable than less abundant structures [7], [6],
[11] . A structure that has existed in nature is
presumably designable to some extent since it
has been realized at some point. However, low
abundance structures are not necessarily non-
designable. Structures may not exist in the PDB
for a number of reasons. This study will examine
the correlation between a structure’s frequency
in nature and Rosetta designability for a range
of abundance values. In de novo protein design,
the ability to quantify a structure’s designability
would allow researchers to filter unfoldable struc-
tures. It is often the case that a specific protein
structure is desired, but there is no guarantee
that a designed sequence would indeed fold to
this conformation [3]. Efficient means of com-
puting designability would improve novel pro-
tein design methods by allowing us to focus on
achievable structures.
This study will examine to what extent various
indicators of designability correlate with each
other. Specifically, it will explore the hypothe-
sis of whether a structure’s abundance in nature
is correlated with the ratio of potential contacts
and Rosetta designability. To do this, we will ex-
amine a collection of randomly generated small
structural motifs. Prior work from the Grigo-
ryan lab has led to the search algorithm MAS-
TER, which efficiently identifies matches to ar-
bitrary disjoint backbone fragments [13]. This
allows us to compute how frequently a given
structural motif exists in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB). Potential contacts describes the contact-
ing amino acids that can exist in each position
pair based on backbone orientation and environ-
ment of those positions [12]. A structure’s des-
ignability will be estimated through a proxy of in
silico methods to model folding and structural
energy. In silico methods aren’t ground truth,
but they offer realistic representation of protein
interactions through experimentally driven mod-
els of molecular physics. Furthermore, these
modeling methods are widely used in other in
silico predictions and applications.
2 Methods
In order to test our hypothesis, the high-level
workflow described in figure 1 was used to gen-
erate a set of designed and corresponding folded
structures.
2.1 Initial Structure Set
To generate the initial structures, a parallel beta
strand and alpha helix were randomly combined.
Both chains were initially aligned to the origin.
The alpha helix was translated and rotated by
random values within a set range (8A˚for trans-
lation and 360 degrees for rotation). The re-
sulting conformation was then checked for back-
bone clashes (defined as any two alpha carbons
within 4.0A˚of each other). The clash-free struc-
ture was then run through MASTER to ensure
that the motif had a specified minimum num-
ber of matches within 1.5A˚. A range of minimum
match values from 0 to 100 were used to generate
the initial protein set. If the structure had insuf-
ficient number of hits, the chains were aligned to
the fifth top match (ordered by RMSD distance)
and then run through MASTER again. If no
structure with sufficient matches was generated
after three iterations of this method, the run was
terminated. Certain numbers of matches were
easier to satisfy than others, but we aimed to cre-
ate a sufficient diversity in number of matches.
This method resulted in 129 structures. Se-
quences were then designed for each of these
structures.
2.2 Structure Optimization Algo-
rithm
All structure optimizations were performed using
a variable-temperature MonteCarlo algorithm
implemented in PyRosetta [4]. Each iteration in-
volved a small random change in structural con-
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Figure 1: The above diagram outlines the high-level work flow of both the data collection and
analysis as well as introduces key terms to be used throughout this paper. (1) Structures are
generated by randomly aligning a parallel beta sheet and alpha helix. Structures are filtered for
clashes and evaluated for abundance to ensure that sufficient diversity exists in the initial structure
set. (2) These initial structures each undergo an iterative sequence design phase in PyRosetta.
The output structure from this step is referred to as the “designed” structure. (3) Using Rosetta,
ten simulated folding trajectories are performed on each of the designed structures. With the
exception of one trajectory, the chains of all the other trajectories are first unbound. The lowest
energy structure is saved from each run to form the set referred to as the “folded” structures. (4) To
analyze the designed and folded structures, a set of metrics were measured for each of them. The
abundance in nature (abundance) and ratio of potential contacts (contact degree) were calculated
for all structures. Return to designed (RTD) is calculated for the designed structures and attractor
strength is calculated for the folded structures. Both the RTD and attractor strength measures
refer to the number of folded trajectories whose optimal structures are within a specified RMSD
cutoff of the structure. See the methodology section for additional details about each stage of this
process.
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formation (translational and rotational) followed
by side chain repacking. Structures were then
scored using PyRosetta’s scoring function, which
uses an empirically based energy function that
accounts for features such as molecular bonds,
angles and environment to estimate its free en-
ergy. Scores are accepted or rejected using the
Metropolis criterion [2]. The Metropolis crite-
rion determines the probability P that a struc-
ture is accepted:
P =
{
e−∆E/kT : ∆E ≥ 0
1 : ∆E < 0
∆E = energyi − energyi−1
for the structure of the current iteration i [2].
The Metropolis criterion varied in strictness
throughout the simulation to balance the trade
off between depth and breadth while sampling
the structure’s free energy landscape. The kT
value was initialized to one Rosetta Energy unit.
If a structure is accepted, the kT value is re-
duced by 1%. If a structure is rejected, the kT
value is increased by 1%. This allows the algo-
rithm to both search local minima and escape
such minima without relaying on full run resets.
After a preset number of iterations, the lowest
energy structure was retrieved and saved. Vari-
ations of this method were used to create both
the designed and folded structures.
2.3 Designed Structure Set
The designed structures were created by tak-
ing the initial structures from the random gen-
eration method and performing sequence de-
sign on them. Using PyRosetta and the al-
gorithm described above, each structure under-
went 103 iterations of local perturbations and
side chain repacking with sequence design. This
allowed the designed structure to find an opti-
mized model without drifting too far from the
initial structure. Local perturbations restricted
the designed structure to remain within 0.5A˚of
the initial structure. Structures retrieved from
this method were labeled as the designed struc-
tures. Their abundance and ratio of potential
contacts were then recalculated.
2.4 Folded Structure Set
The folded structures used the same MonteCarlo
optimization algorithm on the designed struc-
tures but only allowing for side chain repacking
(no sequence design). To understand the energy
landscape of the designed structures, 10 inde-
pendent trajetories of folded structures were col-
lected. Prior to running the optimization, the
chains were first randomly dissociated (chains
were separated by at least 5A˚) for 9 of the runs.
The final run started at the designed conforma-
tion. Each run ran for 106 iterations with only
side chain repacking and required trajectories
to remain within 10A˚of the designed structure.
These 10 trajectories created the corresponding
folded structures for each of the designed struc-
tures. Again, abundance and ratio of potential
contacts were calculated for each of these struc-
tures.
2.5 Measurements for analysis
As described briefly in figure 1, four key mea-
surements were collected and analyzed in this
study: contact degree, abundance, return to de-
signed rates and attractor strength. Both return
to designed (RTD) rates and attractor strength
are proxy measurements of relative folding ease.
For the designed structure, its RTD score is cal-
culated based on the number of folded trajeto-
ries whose lowest energy structure is within a
specified RMSD cutoff of the designed structure.
The attractor strength score captures a similar
property: for a particular folded structure, it is
the number of folded runs (from the same de-
signed structure) whose lowest energy structure
are within a specified RMSD threshold. Both
measurements should be examined at a variety of
RMSD thresholds. The attractor strength can be
calculated for any of the folded structures while
RTD can only be calculated for a designed struc-
ture. Both the RTD and attractor strength val-
ues measure the strength of the folding funnel for
the particular structure, but RTD value focuses
on the relative folding ease of the structure for
which the sequence is optimized.
The abundance of all structures was calcu-
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lated using the MASTER software previously de-
veloped by the Grigoryan Lab [13]. MASTER
takes a given motif and queries a given database
(the PDB) for structurally similar (ordered by
RMSD) proteins. MASTER returns the number
of matches in the PDB within a specified RMSD
cutoff of the given structure. The term abun-
dance refers to the log of the number of unique
protein matches (plus a small value to avoid
taking the log of 0) found by MASTER within
1.5A˚. The contact degree of a structure captures
the fraction of potential contacting amino acid
pairs that could exist in each pair of positions.
Two positions were considered interacting if they
could structurally influence the amino acid iden-
tity and conformation of each other. This ac-
counts for backbone orientation and structural
environment of the two positions being consid-
ered. The equation in figure 2 was used to deter-
mine the fraction of rotamer pairs f(i, j) forming
close contacts for positions i and j. Finally the
contact degree is the sum of f(i, j) for all pairs
of positions.
3 Results
Structures are binned by either abundance
and/or contact degree to enable analysis.
3.1 Abundance vs. Rosetta Metrics
The first question examined is whether abun-
dance is correlated with our in silico energetic
proxy for designability. The data suggests that
abundance and relative folding ease, as mea-
sured by Rosetta, were moderately correlated.
Figure 3 shows that highly abundant structures
are generally more likely to return to designed.
The RTD rates are shown for 4 different RMSD
thresholds to determine whether a folded trajec-
tory has returned to the designed structure. At
a threshold of 1.5A˚, an average of 0.37 trajecto-
ries return to designed for the highest abundance
bin, while only 0.27 trajectories return in the
lowest abundance bin. The correlation is most
apparent for a threshold of 2.0A˚. The increase in
correlation strength as the RMSD threshold in-
creases suggests that more abundant structures
perhaps have a wide-folding funnel with addi-
tional local minima features within it. For all
definitions of native, the second to lowest abun-
dance bin has the lowest RTD fraction indicating
that structures that do not occur at all in nature
are not necessarily energetically unfavorable, but
may represent a special case for further exami-
nation.
Attractor strength measures the relative fold-
ing ease for any structure for a particular se-
quence. Figure 4 shows that there’s a stronger
correlation between attractor strength and abun-
dance. Looking at the strictest threshold for
attractor strength ( >8 neighbors), 0.51 of the
highest abundance structures meet this criteria
compared to only 0.10 of the lowest abundance
structures. The trend appears exponential sug-
gesting that the correlation between abundance
and designability is even more pronounced at
abundance levels higher than those examined.
The RTD metric measures the relative folding
ease specific to the structure for which the se-
quence was designed. The stronger correlation in
attractor strength than RTD suggests that there
is a correlation between abundance and specific
encodability, but that a designable starting point
does not ensure a global minimum. This shows
an unbiased tendency for highly abundant struc-
tures to be an optimal conformation.
The data supports that sequence optimization
for a particular motif, even if such structure is
fairly abundant, does not ensure that the se-
quence will fold to that motif in isolation. One
could test this hypothesis by examining if folded
trajectories end at a more abundant conforma-
tion than the designed structure. Examining this
metric revealed that of structures that both did
not return to designed and were strong attrac-
tors, just over 1/3 ended at a more abundant
structure. Increased abundance alone does not
account for structures not returning to designed.
This result suggests that abundance is a fairly
complex property that is not completely cap-
tured by the folding simulations of that motif
alone in Rosetta. In order to further understand
the relationship between abundance and in silico
designabiltiy, contact degree was also considered.
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f(i, j) =
20∑
a=1
20∑
b=1
∑
riRi(a)
∑
rjRj(a)
Cij(ri, rj)Pr(a)Pr(b)p(ri)p(rj)
20∑
a=1
20∑
b=1
∑
riRi(a)
∑
rjRj(a)
Pr(a)Pr(b)p(ri)p(rj)
Figure 2: The equation to calculate the fraction of possible contacts between two positions taken
from previous work by Zheng [12]. Ri(a) is the set of non-clashing rotamers of amino acid a and
position i, Cij(ri, rj) is a binary variable indicating whether rotamers ri and rj have heavy atom
pairs within 3A of each other. Pr(a) is the frequency of amino acid a in the structural database.
p(ri) is the probability of rotatmer ri from the rotamer library by Richardson et al. [8]
Figure 3: Each plot shows the fraction of structures that return to designed for each bin of struc-
tures. Returning to designed was defined as finding the folded structure within a certain RMSD
threshold (0.5A˚, 1.0A˚, 1.5A˚or 2.0A˚) of the designed structure. Each structure belongs to exactly
one bin in which the X value is representative of a range of abundance values. A structure in bin
2 has an abundance between 1 and 2. For each designed structure, the fraction of structures was
determined by the number of search iterations that found their lowest energy structure within the
specified RMSD cutoff.The error bars show the standard error for each bin.
3.2 Contact Degree vs. Rosetta Met-
rics
Contact degree measures the number of poten-
tial amino acid pair interactions between the two
chains. Previous work with simple lattice models
has found correlations between increased contact
degree and designability [10]. The data suggests
a strong correlation between contact degree and
Rosetta designability. Similar to abundance, fig-
ure 5 shows that contact degree has a moderate
correlation with RTD rates. At a threshold of
1.5A˚, 0.36 of structures in the highest contact de-
gree bin returned to designed, compared to the
0.19 of the lowest contact degree bin. The in-
crease in correlation is unsurprising as increased
contact degree would give Rosetta more poten-
tial amino acid pairs to design.
Contact degree and attractor strength show a
prominent positive correlation. Figure 6 shows
increases in contact degree are almost always ac-
companied by an increase in fraction of struc-
tures that meet the attractor strength criterion.
Most notably, for the strictest cutoff (>8 neigh-
bors) 0.40 of the highest contact degree struc-
tures were strong attractors compared to only
0.04 of the lowest contact degree structures. Un-
like abundance, the correlation is fairly consis-
tent across the four contact degree bins. This
consistency even in the lowest bin suggests that
contact degree is informative across all ranges
examined. Furthermore, the data suggests that
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Figure 4: Each plot shows the fraction of structures that have at least N (20, 40, 60,80) neighbors
within 1.5A for each bin of structures. A neighbor is defined as another search structure that is
within 1.5A˚of RMSD of the current structure. Each structure belongs to exactly one bin in which
the X value is representative of a range of abundance values. A structure in bin 2 has an abundance
between 1 and 2.The error bars show the standard error for each bin.
Rosetta’s methods more accurately capture the
properties of contact degree than abundance.
3.3 Abundance vs. Contact Degree
Both abundance and contact degree are indica-
tors of designability to some extent. Naturally
one might question whether each measure cap-
tures the same features of designability. The
data suggests that contact degree and abundance
are also positively correlated especially in the
higher abundance structures. Figure 7 shows
that low abundance structures are not very in-
formative of the contact degree of a structure,
but higher abundance structures are fairly infor-
mative. More abundant structures tend to have
a higher contact degree. The reverse is not nec-
essarily true as high contact degree structures
appear even in the lowest abundance bin. This
is not surprising given that structures may not
be in the Protein Data Bank for a number of
reasons. Contact degree and abundance to some
degree appear to capture similar features, but do
not completely determine one another. Abun-
dance is a complex feature that is not explained
by contact degree alone.
Figure 7: This plot visualizes the frequency at
which each contact degree and abundance pair-
ing occurs.
3.4 Combined Analysis
Each pair of metrics are positively correlated to
some degree. A natural question to examine next
is whether there are correlations in the combined
analysis of the three metrics. Particularly, we
were interested in whether abundance along with
contact degree could produce a better indicator
of the in silico designability of a structure. Fig-
ure 8 shows no obvious trend in RTD rates within
the abundance-contact degree space. The small
data set results in few to no structures in many of
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Figure 5: Each plot shows the fraction of structures that return to designed for each bin of struc-
tures. Returning to designed was defined as finding the optimal structure within a certain cutoff
(0.5A˚, 1.0A˚, 1.5A˚or 2.0A˚) of the designed structure. For each designed structure, the fraction of
structures was determined by the number of search iterations that found their lowest energy struc-
ture within the specified RMSD cutoff. Each structure belongs to exactly one bin in which the X
value is representative of a range of contact degree values. A structure in bin 6 has a contact degree
between 6 and 7.The error bars show the standard error for each bin.
the bins making any analysis difficult and prone
to uncertainty.
On the other hand, Figure 9 shows a
prominent distinction between high abundance-
contact degree bins and low abundance-contact
degree bins. Notably, the higher abundance-
contact degree bins show an increased likelihood
of being a strong attractor (more than 7 neigh-
bors). Plots are normalized to gain a sense of
significance even though some bins only contain
a few structures. A t-test found the difference in
rates of strong attractors between high CD (11-
12) - high abundance (11-12) structures to be
significantly different from low CD (5-6) - low
abundance (1− 2) structures (p < 0.05).
Based on the pair-wise analysis we know that
each pair of metrics is loosely correlated and
measure different characteristics about a struc-
ture. It appears that together contact degree
and abundance capture characteristics similar to
those captured by Rosetta’s in silico methods.
The combined analysis suggests that a combina-
tion of abundance and contact degree correlates
more strongly with Rosetta designability than
either alone. Of structures with both high abun-
dance (5-6) and contact degree (10-11), 0.78 were
strong attractors. Only 0.56 of the structures
with high contact degree (10 - 11), but low abun-
dance (0 -2) were strong attractors. A t-test (p =
0.38) indicates that the difference was not signif-
icant, but additional samples would be useful in
examining this hypothesis. Similarly, compared
to abundance alone, only 0.27 of high abundance
(4.5-5.5), but low contact degree (4-6) structures
were strong attractors. Similar to contact de-
gree, a t-test indicates that this trend is not sig-
nificant (p=0.14). Thus we see that high abun-
dance and contact degree has a stronger correla-
tion than either metric alone. Although the dif-
ferences are not significant, with additional data,
this hypothesis deserves additional examination.
Figure 9 shows a bin of structures that con-
tradict our hypothesis: Structures with very
low abundance and high contact degree have
an unexpectedly high fraction of strong attrac-
tors. Figure 10 shows one such structure for
which the designed structure had a reasonable
abundance and contact degree, yet all the folded
trajectories ended up at an alternate conforma-
tion. By visual inspection, as a motif compo-
nent, the final folded structure does not appear
to be stable or more stable than the designed
structure. The perpendicular orientation of the
folded structure’s chains does not appear to sup-
port enough contacts to maintain that conforma-
tion. There may be two factors contributing to
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Figure 6: Each plot shows the fraction of strong attractors based on increasingly threshold defini-
tions (2, 4, 6, or 8 neighbors) of what is a strong attractor. A neighbor is defined as another folded
structure that is within 1.5A˚of RMSD of the current structure. Each structure belongs to exactly
one bin in which the X value is representative of a range of contact degree values. A structure in
bin 6 has a contact degree between 6 and 7. The error bars show the standard error for each bin.
Figure 8: The graph shows the average fraction
of structures that return to designed( 0.5A˚) cor-
related by contact degree and abundance. The
fraction has been smoothed assuming 0.5 naive
return rates.
the low correlations between the examined met-
rics. First, high abundance of a motif in nature
in the context of an entire structure does not
ensure that such motif will fold independently.
Second, Rosetta scoring methods may not accu-
rately find the optimal structure for small, two-
chain motifs.
4 Discussion
Throughout this study, it has been observed
that abundance and contact degree both show
a positive correlation with designability as mea-
sured by Rosetta. It is often the case that high
abundance structures are highly informative of
their designability. Lower abundance structures
are less informative about the designability of a
structure. Although the low abundance struc-
tures tend to be less designable, there is still
a large potential range of designability values.
This aligns with prior hypotheses which state
that abundance may be useful to confirm a struc-
ture’s designability, but cannot necessarily con-
firm that it will be non-designable. Further-
more, these data suggests that some aspects
of designability is not captured by abundance.
Identifying specific cases where discrepancies oc-
cur may provide insights into the abundance-
designability relationship and means in which in
silico evaluation methods could be improved.
Contact degree appears to be slightly more in-
formative along all possible values. As a single
metric, current in silico methods better model
the properties captured in contact degree than
those involved with abundance. But results also
show that, as expected, abundance is not simply
a measure of contact degree and is indeed a more
complex property. It further suggests that con-
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Figure 10: An example of designed (left) and folded (right) structure that demonstrate the apparent
contradiction in the data. The designed structure on the left has a high contact degree and appears
in nature. The example folded structure on the left has a high contact degree and never appears in
nature. But the all folded structures are optimized by Rosetta as conformations within 0.5A˚of the
structure shown on the right. Visual inspection would not lead one to believe that such a structure
is stable.
tact degree and abundance are each correlating
with some unique features of Rosetta designabil-
ity. Using both contact degree and abundance
shows a strong correlation with Rosetta metrics.
Abundance evaluates how often the given mo-
tif occurs in nature. These motifs exist within
other protein structures which affect its folding.
Thus abundance is not a perfect measure of the
isolated folding of a motif.
Our results thus far hint towards the distinc-
tion between a motif existing as part of a struc-
ture and being folded independent of that struc-
tural context. The concept of “independent des-
ignability” refers to the ability for a motif to fold
independently of other structural context. In-
corporating contact degree as an additional in-
dicator along with abundance helps account for
the independent designability of a particular mo-
tif. Even if a motif is abundant in nature, it
may not exhibit high designability in isolation.
High contact degree ensures that there are suf-
ficient residue contacts to allow interaction and
to be designed upon. Thus high abundance of
a motif perhaps does not correlate directly with
designability of the particular motif in isolation.
But rather the appropriate environment of the
motif must be considered. Independent model-
ing of these structures may not represent the des-
ignability of the motifs as part of a larger struc-
ture. Motif abundance may be a better indica-
tor of designability when motifs are examined as
building blocks to a larger structure.
Our data reveals two cases that contradict our
hypothesis: (1) The motif is abundant but not
designable or (2) The motif is designable but not
abundant. Each of these cases can potentially be
explained by the unaccounted context of the mo-
tif. In order for a two chain motif to be abundant
in nature, it must be stable and capable of be-
ing completed within a structure. The first case
can be explained by motifs needing other struc-
tural context for stability as discussed earlier. In
nature, each of these motifs could have external
contacts that might help stabilize a particular
conformation and thus make it more designable
in that context. In case two, structures that are
highly designable, but not abundant might suffer
from the opposite problem. Although the mo-
tif is stable in silico on its own, it is difficult
to integrate into a larger structure. In order to
be abundant, the motif itself must be common
and there must be a designable way in which
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Figure 9: The graph shows the average frac-
tion of structures that are strong attractor (>
7 neighbors) correlated by contact degree and
abundance. The fraction has been smoothed as-
suming 0.5 naive return rates.
to integrate the motif. To further examine this
characteristic, we attempted removing all motifs
with zero abundance to account for the possibil-
ity that there was no way to “complete” the mo-
tif in a structure. Even with this correction, the
graphs changed only minimally, suggesting that
the external designability is a similarly complex
feature. Simply having at least one way to com-
plete the structure may be insufficient. Thus in
order to understand the designability of a mo-
tif, we must analyze both the internal and ex-
ternal designability. Designability as a product
of abundance cannot be completely understood
as a single independent motif, but rather must
be examined as an entire structure. Future work,
may explore the manners in which abundant mo-
tifs compose a structure and how that correlates
to a structure’s overall designability.
5 Conclusion
In summary, the data support a positive correla-
tion between abundance and in silico designabil-
ity, while drawing attention to some edge cases.
This correlation is enhanced by the additional in-
formation provided by contact degree. Although
higher abundance structures tend to exist within
folding funnels, the funnel is often not around the
structure for which the sequence was designed.
6 Future Work
A major limiting factor in this study was the
sample size of the structures (particularly on the
upper spectrum of both abundance and contact
degree). For many of the plots examined, the
most interesting regions (high abundance and
high contact degree) contained less than ten de-
signed structures. Future work should examine a
larger structure set, which would help address a
number of issues when examining these designed
structures. More structures would also allow a
more data driven form of clustering to determine
bins. A more disciplined structure generation
method may give more control over the abun-
dance of structures produced, but also risks in-
troducing biases into the structure set. The max-
imum abundance of designed and folded struc-
tures was noticeably higher than the initially
randomly generated maximum, indicating that
random sampling alone is insufficient for gener-
ating structures that represent the whole range
of motif abundance.
This study only examined motifs composed of
one alpha helix and one parallel beta sheet. The
other five possible pair combination of helix, par-
allel sheets and anti-parallel sheets should also
be examined in a similar manner. This may re-
veal characteristics specific to certain secondary
structure interactions. Furthermore, it would be
interesting to evaluate motif abundance as an
indicator of designability on an entire structure
rather than just motifs in isolation.
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